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BRANDING/POSITIONING SPOT #1 

 

VIDEO: AUDIO: 

Fade up on a couple eating hamburgers in a 

fast food restaurant.  The restaurant is 

crowded and noisy.  It’s a real dive. 

Cut to same couple eating in a fine 

restaurant.   They are alone. 

Cut to quick cut of Prestige logo. 

Cut to a woman fighting other woman for 

clothing on a table in a discount store.   

Cut to fine department store, with a woman 

trying on a new dress in front of a mirror.   

A saleswoman is checking the fit. 

Cut to quick cut of Prestige logo. 

Cut to a shot of a dilapidated used car 

dealership. Cut to exterior shot of a 

Prestige dealership.  This can be either a 

photo or a photo effect. 

Cut to Prestige logo. 

Addresses and phone numbers of other 

Prestige locations underneath. 

 

V.O.: 

There are restaurants… 

 

and then there are restaurants. 

 

 

There are department stores… 

 

and then there are department stores. 

 

 

There are auto dealers…and then there… is 

Prestige. 

 

 

Experience the Prestige difference… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BRANDING/POSITIONING SPOT #2 

 

VIDEO: AUDIO: 

Fade up on a cheap alarm clock sitting on a 

night table.  

 

 

Cut to shot of Big Ben. 

 

 

Cut to quick cut of Prestige logo. 

Cut to a one man band. 

 

Cut to a visual of a symphony orchestra.  

(Can be stock footage) 

 

Cut to quick cut of Prestige logo. 

V.O.: 

There are clocks… 

SFX: ALARM GOES OFF 

 

and then there are clocks. 

SFX: THE HEAVY CHIMES OF BIG 

BEN. 

 

There are orchestras… 

SFX: MUSIC FROM ONE MAN BAND 

 

and then there are orchestras 

SFX: OVERTURE TO MARRIAGE OF 

FIGARO 
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Cut to a shot of a dilapidated used car 

dealership. Cut to exterior shot of a 

Prestige dealership.  This can be either a 

photo or a photo effect. 

Cut to Prestige logo. 

Addresses and phone numbers of other 

Prestige locations underneath. 

 

 

 

There are auto dealers…and then there… is 

Prestige. 

 

Experience the Prestige difference… 

 

 

 

 

BRANDING/POSITIONING SPOT #3 

 

VIDEO: AUDIO: 

Fade up on a graffiti on a wall. 

 

 

Cut to photo of the Mona Lisa. 

 

Cut to quick cut of Prestige logo. 

Cut to interior shot of a room with broken, 

scratched furniture and walls terribly in 

need of painting. 

Cut to a room straight out of House 

Beautiful. 

Cut to quick cut of Prestige logo. 

Cut to a shot of a dilapidated used car 

dealership. Cut to exterior shot of a 

Prestige dealership.  This can be either a 

photo or a photo effect. 

Cut to Prestige logo. 

Addresses and phone numbers of other 

Prestige locations underneath. 

 

V.O.: 

There are paintings… 

 

and then there are paintings. 

 

 

There’s interior design… 

 

 

and then there is interior design. 

 

 

There are auto dealers…and then there… is 

Prestige. 

 

 

Experience the Prestige difference… 

 

 


